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Power up your life with DAMN!ESCAPE: Energetic kickass rock that makes every adrenaline
injection unnecessary.

No matter how down you are - DAMN!ESCAPE give you the necessary portion of rock to look
ahead and move forward! Spiked with thundering drums and screaming guitar solos, their
songs clearly focus on energy and a powerful live show.

With the grandiose release of their debut album „Devil’s Friend“, which has so far reached
over 45,000 views on YouTube and 65,000 streams on Spotify,
DAMN!ESCAPE have continued to attract attention and cement their name in the rock
underground scene.

DAMN!ESCAPE are raising the adrenaline shot back in with their debut album
„Devil‘s Friend“ - a must-hear for every fan of handmade rock music that gives everyone the
kick in the ass to break the chains of everyday life and express the joy of life.

An album by a newcomer band has never been more ambitious!
Recorded in the "LSD Studios" with the renowned producer Lasse Lammert, who has already
worked with bands like "Alestorm", "Gloryhammer" and "Callejon", a work has been
created that is second to none. The harmony between roughness and perfectionism in each
song leads to a unique listening experience and releases the necessary adrenaline to mobilise
the remaining energy reserves.

The album "Devils Friend" sends everyone on a grandiose journey through the world of hard
rock.
The songs on the album deal with the "Fuck-Off-Let's-Party" mentality. Don't put up with
everything, resist sometimes, but above all have a good time and recharge your batteries -
that's what the album "Devil's Friend" is about. Even in songs about disappointment and
heartbreak, the album is bursting with pure vitality.

"Winner" is THE glam rock song of the album and puts the listener into a never-ending state
of intoxication that everyone knows from excessive party nights and wild rock concerts. This
song is predicted to be addictive.

"Watch Me Rise" boosts the confidence of every listener and gives them the courage to
emerge from any situation and escape from the clutches of oppression!

"Runaways" is the only ballad on the album and is a modern "coming of age" story about
finding your soulmate to overcome your challenges in this often stifling and intimidating
world.

"Devil's Friend" - the name says it all. The title track of the album describes the darkest
facets of a person, which slowly come to light and can only be explained by a pact with the
devil. Such a person can only be saved from evil with the help of an exorcism. Drive out the
devil!

The album includes 10+1 songs and was released both digitally and as a limited CD digipack.
The bonus track is only available as an exclusive download with the CD.
Get your daily adrenaline fix - listen to DAMN!ESCAPE!

Or to put it in the words of the german radio station RockAntenne Hamburg:
"For a good portion of ass-kicking classic rock, you don't have to travel all the way back to
the eighties: DAMN!ESCAPE [...] put us straight into smoky biker bars."

Devil’s Friend - Tracklist:
1. Flagship
2. Brother
3. Devil’s Friend
4. Bang Bang
5. Winner
6. Runaways
7. If I Had A Gun
8. Watch Me Rise
9. Fighting Dog
10. Hero
Bonustrack: Make Rock ‘n‘ Roll

"For a good portion of ass-kicking classic rock, you don't have to travel all the way back to the
eighties: DAMN!ESCAPE [...] put us straight into smoky biker bars."
Rock Antenne Hamburg

With damn!escape you notice immediately: this band is really into it. According to their own
statement, their music is meant to be a "kick in the ass" - for a little less dreary everyday life and
more adrenaline and joy of life.
musik unterm radar

A driving groove. A catchy chorus suitable for stadiums. An adrenaline-rising song that is
addictive. Short, crisp, insistent, guitar-heavy. "Winner" has all the trademarks to burn itself into
the ears of all hard rock fans. Predicate: Successful!
The Sound Of Rock Radio
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4.500+ monthly Spotify Listeners
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650+ Spotify Followers
40.000+ YouTube Plays
650+ Facebook Followers
800+ Instagram Followers

Rock Antenne Hamburg
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Stadtfest Lüneburg
Bockpalast Celle
Holtebüttel Rockt
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